
DES 231:

Advertising
Lori Peck

Week 2 Objectives:  
The importance of the Creative Brief
What makes a campaign
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Today in class:

Creative Minute: Teams A & B 
Lecture
2nd In Class Exercise due at 2:00 
Home work assigned 
Small Group Meet Ups 10:30-2 
*take a moment to drop your homework in Google Slides
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The Creative Minute...

Team A! Take control.

Team B after. 
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Why is the creative brief 
important to keep in front of 
you while you work?

Because it keeps you focused.
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These areas of the brief can provide 
inspiration for ideas and solutions:

-Lets talk about this..

-background info: history? Unique character?

-support points: is there a surprising fact?

-target audience: is there a unique POV?

-desired outcome: is there a demo?

-tonality: is there a story in 1st person to tell?
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So...The Creative Brief 
keeps you on track and 
It’s a place to go for ideas.

You won’t waste time on ideas 
that are wrong for the assignment...

Keep it out when you work! 

I promise it’ll save you time.
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The Advertising Concept book refers to the following:

SLIP IT: 
a good solution does 1 or more
Smile- it entertained or surprised you
Laugh-it made you laugh
Informs-it told you something new
Provokes-there’s a response/reaction
Involves-you interacted with it
Think (it made you think)
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Use SLIP IT
to see if you uncovered a solution.

Here’s some examples of
solutions that pass the SLIP IT test...
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A lot of time the solution is 
uncovered from research 
and using the product...

Research:
Bic pens last longer than 
other pens on the market. 
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Bic Pens last a long time:

Infinity symbol drawn by the Bic Pen.

SLIP IT TEST:

SLIP:
Smile- it entertained or surprised you
Informs-it told you something new
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Sometimes the solution is
found by observing how the 
consumer interacts with 
or thinks about the product.

Observation:
Kids don’t like falling when 
skating. Falling hurts!
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Kids don’t like falling when 
skating. Falling hurts!:

Show a happy kid in Fisher Price 
anti-slip skates that hasn’t fallen.

SLIP IT TEST:
Smile- it entertained or surprised you
Informs-it told you something new
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When you are 
brainstorming, 
sometimes you’ll uncover 
a truth or “insight” about the 
product or how the 
consumer interacts or thinks 
about the product...
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I call this an “Aha!”
These examples show how an 
“Aha!” leads to a strategy. 

The strategy is the way you will 
prove your point. 

The execution is your proof.
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Problem to solve: 
Get consumers to trust a new delivery 
company to deliver your important package.

Aha! (insight): 
The speed of delivery is a major worry when 
mailing a package...will it get there in time?

Strategy: 
Draw a parallel to the delivery company and
to things people know are fast.

Here’s the execution...
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Problem to solve: 
People think all online dating is the same.

Aha! insight: 
Both tinder and match are online, 
but the desired result is very different.

Strategy: 
Be as blatant and forward about wanting a
relationship as tinder is about not wanting one.

Now here’s the execution...
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Problem to solve: 
Isn’t all ketchup the same?

Aha! (insight): 
The competition has as much sugar 
as a piece of candy.

Strategy: 
Use a visual metaphor and highlight the 
difference between you and the competition.

Here’s the execution...
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Problem to solve:
Ugh...I hate Ikea. I want “real furniture” 
like DWR or Crate and Barrel.

Aha!: Most customers who are just starting 
out in their careers are lax in 
housekeeping.

Strategy: Demonstrate that it really 
doesn’t matter that your furniture is 
cheap(er) right now.

Here’s the execution...
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Problem to solve:
Show people the writing is fun again with 
the Bic 4 Color Pen.

Aha’s! or insights about the uses of 
the Bic 4 Color Pen: are there some interesting 
uses that you’ve uncovered? Let’s hear some 
that you’ve discovered...

Aha’s! or insights about the target market of
the Bic 4 Color Pen: ...Lets talk about who this 
target is and how they use pens...
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Does anyone have any questions 
about what I mean when I talk about:

an insight  
a strategy 
an execution
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What is a campaign?
A series of executions that share and 
build upon a strategy. 

•  They should look and feel like they are
part of the same family:
similar art direction, copy tone, same tagline

• Typically, there are 3 print ads in a campaign

Let's take VW's Strategy: 
Different is good and modern.
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Research 
Research the Target 
Audience and their habits. 
What are their feelings 
about the product?
How do they use it?

If they don’t, why not?

Research the competition
for a point of difference,
claim of superiority and to make 
sure you don’t do use the same 
strategy or similar 
executional elements or style.

Research the product:
What is good and bad about it?

From your research, you gain an“insight”, or “Aha!”

Fine tune your strategy to a 
concise “strategy statement” that 
says what you will prove in your 

executions which can be a
poster, print ad, web banner...

That insight leads to a “creative strategy”

Brain storm ways
to show your strategy 

statement 
visually in your 

executions
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Research 
Research the Target 
Audience and their habits. 
What are their feelings 
about the product?
How do they use it?

If they don’t, why not?

Research the competition
for a point of difference,
claim of superiority and to make 
sure you don’t do use the same 
strategy or similar 
executional elements or style.

Research the product:
What is good and bad about it?

From your research, you gain an“insight”, or “Aha!”

Fine tune your strategy to a 
concise “strategy statement”. that 
says what you will prove in your 

poster, print ad, web banner 
(or whatever your medium is)

That insight leads to a “creative strategy”.

Brain storm ways
to show your strategy 

statement 
visually in your 

executions

Younger adults are 
tired of conformity.

Show car 
positioned on 
the page as if it is
on the horizon.
simple, clean layout. 
Headline: Think Small. 

Big flashy 
power cars 
are a status 
symbol.

Strategy Statement
“Different is good and modern.”

The VW Bug is more 
desirable because it’s 
different.



































“You want people to anticipate the next execution,       
   not expect it.” Pete Barry
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Look at a campaign as if you 
are a lawyer building a case.

Each execution builds on 
your solution to prove your 
point!
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If you are ever stuck, try this:

Take a simple product demonstration 

Brainstorm a more interesting or original way 
to show what it does.

In this case: Floslek sunscreen blocks UV rays.

What is an interesting way to show the product 
blocking the suns UV rays?
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To expand it into a campaign:

We’re going to take :10 and 
brainstorm how you could expand 
this ad into a campaign...

What are other executions that would 
work in this campaign? 

There are no bad ideas!
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In Class Exercise 2: 
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In Class Exercise 2 Creative Brief: Concept  
 
This exercise is to be done with your teammate/s for a total of 1 hour. 
 

1. Watch These 3 commercials 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myG8hq1Mk00  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2cs8gnb42A 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkAnLtqWDhc 
 

A. For each one, say what you think the problem to solve was in the creative brief: 
 

1. Monster.com “when I grow up”:  
 

2. Tide “talking stain”:  
 

3. Snickers “betty white”:  
 

 
Come up with 2 more executions of this coke ad that would create a campaign: 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkAnLtqWDhc
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Homework:
Part 1: Use Worksheet 1-Bic 4 color pen to come up with 
15 more ideas.

Part 2: Take your top idea that fixed the problem to 
solve from either of Week One’s 20 OR from the 
15 ideas from “Worksheet 1-Bic 4 color pen” 
and make an 8.5 x 11 sketch

Part 3: Then expand that idea into 3 more executions 
and make 8.5 x 11 sketches of them and bring to Class 3. 
You should have 4 total sketches

Part 4: Read Chapter 4: The Campaign

Teams C & D have the Creative Minute Presentation
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Worksheet 1-Bic 4 color pen 

Use these 15 prompts to brainstorm ideas with your teammate. 

1. List 4 uses for the Bic 4 color pen that isn’t just drawing or writing, be specific as possible
2. Come up with an idea that tells a story and the Bic Pen saves the day
3. Have an idea that makes the Bic 4 color pen the most important technological advancement of all time
4. Have an idea that makes the Bic Pen low fi cool or retro cool
5. Have an idea that doesn’t show the pen at all
6. Have an idea that shows the person using it
7. Have an idea that starts with a negative situation, thought, observation, or truth
8. Come up with an all type ad
9. Have an idea that uses a macro view of the pen
10. Have an idea that uses a micro view of the pen
11. Come up with an idea that could have been written in 1970.
12. Come up with an idea that uses other 50 year-old things or people.
13. Have an idea that is a visual metaphor
14. Have an idea that is a visual simile (something that looks like something) see page 124
15. Have an idea that starts with “It’s like…”

mailto:Lori.Peck@seattlecolleges.edu
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Small group schedule: Wed

10:30-11:10 Team A and B

11:10-11:50 Team C and D

12:00-12:40 Team E and F

12:40-1:20 Team G and H

1:20-2:00 Team I and J 

Optional Regroup Sesh from 2:30-3:30 
Send me a Slack message if you are attending!
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Small group schedule: FRI

10:30-11:10 Team A and B

11:10-11:50 Team C and D

12:00-12:40 Team E and F

12:40-1:20 Team G and H

1:20-2:00 Team I and J, K

Optional Regroup Sesh from 2:30-3:30 
Send me a Slack message if you are attending
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This weeks Learning Objectives were:
To Understand why the Creative Brief is important
What makes up a campaign
How an insight can uncover a creative strategy

Send me a PRIVATE MESSAGE in the chat and give
a rating of 1-3 of your understanding of this week’s
Learning Objective:

1. Really confused-I’d like to meet with you to ask questions 1:1.
2. Slightly confused, but I can figure it out with the materials

provided to the class on my own.
3. I’ve got it!
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These things will keep you from 
coming up with a great idea:
 
The Fear of looking stupid
Judging your ideas too harshly in the beginning
Hanging on to an idea even though no one gets it
Stopping after you have 1 idea
Not showing your ideas to anyone
Thinking “I spent 2 hours on this- so its good”
Not pushing the idea as far as you can
Thinking you’ll make it look awesome in Illustrator




